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jeffrey thau yin lee 
*1972 malaysia 
lives/works in london 

jeffrey thau yin lee's practice explores the conceptual gulf between nature's sublime power and 
its systematic representation. lee works across drawing, photography, film, and installation; his 
drawings are developed from a wide variety of historical media used to capture and record 
landscape – such as 18th century 'how to draw' manuals, early stereoscopic photographs, and 
pioneering aerial surveillance films. lee posits their 'veritas' aesthetics as a mode of abstraction, 
faithfully re–mapping images with obsessively precise gestures which replicate photographic 
pixellation and degraded film footage. executed with exquisite technical draughtsmanship, lee’s 
compositions evolve as labyrinthine microcosms, capturing indomitable expanses in short–hand 
detail. 

education 
2000 – 2003  
royal academy schools, london, ma fine art (sculpture) 
exchange study/work programme with the graduate school of fine art,  university of 
pennsylvania, philadelphia, usa. 
teaching placement at university de monffort, leiceister.  
final year dissertation on the film ‘the quince tree sun’ by victor erice (spain, 1992), supervised by 
martin mcgeown, director of cabinet gallery, london. my thesis investigated the incompleteness 
of the viewing experience seen through the lens of the camera and the protagonist - the painter 
antonio lopez.        

1997 – 2000  
chelsea college of art and design (university of the arts), ba hons fine art (sculpture) 1st class 
honours. 
the joan souter-robertson travelling placement in greece. 
dissertation on the concept of panorama and its influence on mass-media. the thesis investigates 
the psychological aspects of man’s desire for totality and control. 

professional qualification 
2009 – 2010 
institute of education (university of london) 
postgraduate certificate in education (pgce in art and design) 
distinction in curriculum development, teaching placement at hammersmith and west london 
college   

academic appointments 
2016: artist in residence, nanyang academy of fine arts (nafa), singapore. 
2013: nobel international school, kuala lumpur, malaysia, visiting lecturer in fine art. 
2011: (ongoing) camberwell college of arts, university of the arts, london, associate lecturer, ba 
fine art. 
associate lecturer, camberwell college of art and design (university of the arts london) 
visiting lecturer open access drawing project, camberwell college of art and design university of 
the arts london) 
area.  
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2010-2011                 
visiting tutor, hammersmith and west london college 
2007: nanyang university of fine art, singapore, visiting lecturer in fine art. 

solo exhibitions 

2008: volta4, basel, jeffrey ty lee: paper projects, curated solo project. 
2006: jeffrey ty lee, domobaal. 

group exhibitions 
2017: implicit (enfolded ii), curated by andreas neufert, kunsthaus dosse park, germany. 
2016: portal to the worlds of the imagination, xian art museum, silk road international art 
festival, curated by andrew lam, director of museum of site, hong kong. 
2015/6: farfetch, the bower, old street, london. 
2015: between thought and space: organised by miraj ahmed and kelly chorpening at dilston 
grove, london. 
2014: art in the home #2 york, by invitation from the contemporary art society north. 
2014: between thought and space, interim/work in progress exhibition and symposium organised 
by miraj ahmed and kelly chorpening, london. 
2013: the drawing show, cmu school of art faculty in conjunction with the 2014 drawing 
symposium, artist image resource, pittsburgh, pa, usa. 
2011: 'the builder' blueprint artists book with terue yamauchi (japan) london art book fair at the 
whitechapel gallery. 
2011: bfami gala auction. 
2011: kyushu art gate, hakata art act vol.1 tgi station, fukuoka, japan, in collaboration with terue 
yamauchi (june – july). 
2010: sophisticated boom boom (in b&w), ailbhe ní bhriain, peter linde busk, lothar götz, heide 
hinrichs, steve johnson, sharon kivland, ansel krut, jeffrey ty lee, siân pile, felicity powell, mark 
prince, lizi sanchez, shaan syed and mhairi vari, domobaal. 
2009: time is a sausage (a show of shows) domobaal. 
2009: it's only a paper moon, curated by giovanni iovane with aldo grazzi, andrei roiter, 
francisco queiroz, ignasi aballi, jeffrey ty lee, magnus thierfelder, marco di giovanni, paolo parisi, 
philip hausmeier, galleria galica, milan, italy. 
2009: art brussels, stand projects, de expeditie/amsterdam, domobaal/london, tatjana pieters/
onetwenty/gent. 
2009: art rotterdam, stand projects, de expeditie/amsterdam, domobaal/london, tatjana pieters/
onetwenty/gent. 
2008: stand, de expeditie/amsterdam, domobaal/london, tatjana pieters/onetwenty/gent at villa 
la tourelle, oostende, belgium. 
2008: holiday, theatre gallery, toffia, lazio, italy. 
2008: embedded, curated by david waterworth, with caroline achaintre, nick crowe, brighid lowe, 
caroline mccarthy, johannes maier, suzanne mooney, abigail reynolds, dan shipsides, gimpels fils, 
london. 
2008: margate rocks 08. 
2008: 13+ florence lynch gallery, new york video exhibition (showing 'plot') with ailbhe ní 
bhriain, marcel dinahet, jaspar joseph–lester, haris epaminonda, ron haselden and others. 
2007: preview berlin, with haris epaminonda, ansel krut, miho sato, domobaal. 
2007: oyster grit, ailbhe ní bhriain, daniel gustav cramer, haris epaminonda, ansel krut, jeffrey t y 
lee, lucy pawlak, miho sato, mhairi vari, essay by rebecca geldard, domobaal. 
2007: art rotterdam, with haris epaminonda, ansel krut, miho sato, ron haselden, domobaal. 
2006: 1st vienna biennale. 
2006: preview berlin, with christiane baumgartner, haris epaminonda, ansel krut, miho sato, ron 
haselden. 
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2006: art rotterdam, with christiane baumgartner, haris epaminonda, ansel krut, miho sato, ron 
haselden. 
2005: polifonia, (nifca) jetty barracks gallery, helsinki, finland. 
2005: preview berlin, with christiane baumgartner, haris epaminonda, ansel krut, miho sato, ron 
haselden. 
2005: young masters, art fortnight london, st john street, london. 
2005: 13+ (video showreel) at domobaal gallery with ailbhe ní bhriain, marcel dinahet, jaspar 
joseph–lester, haris epaminonda, ron haselden and others. 
2004: crossovers – watershed ii, art and environment across cultures, london metropolitan 
university. 
2003: some panoramas, pumphouse, london, curated by paul hedge with sebastian bremmer, paul 
mcdevitt and others. 
2003: the jerwood drawing prize 2003, london and touring. 
2003: m.a. show, royal academy schools, london. 
2003: royal society of british sculptors, bursary show 2003, london. 
2002: the market, london (solo). 
2002: premiums, royal academy schools show, sackler galleries, royal academy of art, london. 
2001: seven up, east 73rd gallery, london. 
2001: imaginarium, vto gallery, london. 
2001: arco madrid, spain (vto gallery). 
2000: storm clouds, ruskin open submission, the london institute, london. 
2000: future map, the london institute, davies street, london. 
2000: new contemporaries, selected by sarah kent, gavin turk and jeremy millar. 
1999: knowledge in the new economy, arthur andersen open submission, london. 
1999: the last show on earth, st john street, london. 
1999: exhibit, the london institute, davies street, london. 
1998: still life, rencontre internationale des enseignements artistiques, charleville–mezières, 
france. 
1998: grave situation, moravian burial ground, london. 
1998: 14,000 square feet, trinity buoy wharf, london. 

awards and residencies 
2017: residency at sungai lembing tin mine, kuantan district, pahang, malaysia. 
2012: joya: arte + ecología cortijada los gazquez, andalucia, spain, september. 
2003: andre dunoyer de segonzac award 
2002: residency, graduate school of fine art, university of pennsylvania, philadelphia, usa. 
2000: the joan souter–robertson travelling award. 
2000: dla art award, sarah myerscough gallery, london. 

press and publications 
2008: review of 'embedded' at gimpel fils, marcus verhagen, art monthly, september 2008. 
2006: 'first glance' by andreas neufert, essay on jeffrey ty lee. 
2006: dazed and confused, profile, november. 
2003: jerwood drawing prize 2003, catalogue. 
2003: time out, some panoramas, pump house gallery, review, september 17. 
2000: art monthly, dave beech, october. 
2000: art review, article by lucy spriggs, september. 
2000: art review, editor’s letter by charlotte mullins, july/august. 
2000: the independent on sunday, charlotte mulllins. 
2000: the independent on sunday–culture, review by charles darwent, june 20. 
2000: bloomberg new contemporaries (catalogue). 
2000: the guardian–visual arts, review by jonathan jones, june 20. 
2000: dla award, catalogue. 
1999: 4éme rencontre internationale des enseignments artistiques, catalogue, july.
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